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J. Crew Succumbs to Bankruptcy after Private Equity Debt, Financial Looting
Preppy retailer cannot survive retail and coronavirus economic downturn
saddled by private equity-imposed financial burdens
J. Crew announced that it was entering
bankruptcy in May 2020, the first major national
retailer to fail after the start of the Coronavirus
economic downturn. But the seeds of J. Crew’s
demise were planted years earlier when private
equity firms TPG Capital and Leonard Green
Partners saddled the retailer with debt in a
leveraged buyout and siphoned away J. Crew’s
most valuable assets to its private equity owners,
leaving it with insufficient financial resources or
flexibility to withstand turbulent times. Although
the Coronavirus economic downturn
exacerbated the company’s struggles, the private
equity-imposed debt loads and financial
engineering made J. Crew’s bankruptcy almost
inevitable — putting J. Crew’s more than 14,000
workers at risk of losing their jobs.1
Private equity (PE) firms frequently extract value
and profits from their portfolio companies
though leveraged buyouts, exorbitant
management fees, and debt-financed dividend
payments that can leave the target portfolio
firms so burdened with debt that they collapse,
laying off workers (like at Toys “R” Us, Shopko,
Art Van Furniture, and more) and squandering
investors’ money, including that of pension
funds. But in recent years, PE firms have
pushed the boundaries even further by blatantly
snatching assets away from their troubled
companies, leaving the portfolio firms in even
more precarious positions and preventing
investors and debtholders from recouping their
losses.

TPG Capital and Leonard Green
Partners pioneered “J. Crew
trapdoor” to shield assets as they
plan 2020 bankruptcy
The private equity owners of financially
troubled preppy clothing retailer J. Crew

pioneered an additional looting tactic when they
were among the first to successfully use offshore
transfers to insulate valuable assets from
lenders. The private equity tactic to siphon
assets away from debtholders became known
inside the financial industry as the “J. Crew
trapdoor” or even getting “J. Crewed.”2
In 2011, TPG Capital and Leonard Green &
Partners bought J. Crew in a $3 billion leveraged
buyout.3 The private equity firms subsequently
forced J. Crew to borrow another $787 million
to fund dividend payments to TPG and
Leonard Green.4 The retailer struggled under
PE ownership. Within a few years, sales
revenues were steadily falling and consumers
became increasingly dissatisfied with declining
quality.5
In late 2016, J. Crew announced it was
transferring its intellectual property (essentially
the J. Crew family of trademarked brands) to a
newly formed unrestricted Cayman Islands
subsidiary.6 The offshoring of J. Crew Cayman
shielded these assets from any attempt by
creditors to recover debt losses; the company
subsequently took out a $300 million loan
against the value of the J. Crew brand which it
used to pay down (some) debts and (mostly)
repay the junior debt that both TPG and
Leonard Green owned of as a part of the
original leveraged buyout.7 This bit of financial
engineering enabled TPG and Leonard Green
to get repaid for their initial investment, while
leaving J. Crew burdened with the much larger
debt load owed to the other creditors.
The retailer needed a reprieve from its over $2
billion in debt, including nearly $570 million in
bonds due in 2019.8 In 2017, after the PE
owners had sequestered the intellectual property
away from the lenders, J. Crew announced a

debt-for-equity swap that reduced its debt load
by offering its lenders an equity stake in the
company in exchange for forgiving some of its
debt.9 The debtholders were offered to trade
over $500 million in debt for $200 million in
new bonds due in 2021 and a 5% stake in the
company.10
The J. Crew offshoring tactic enabled TPG and
Leonard Green to receive full value for their
initial debts, while other debtholders were
forced to take a substantial write-down on their
loans. Although some debtholders sued to
block the transfer and debt restructuring, they
were unsuccessful in holding either J. Crew or
the bank that facilitated the unrestricted
offshore subsidiary transfer accountable.11
J. Crew’s unsustainable debt load and offshoring
of valuable assets made it even harder for the
troubled retailer to survive the coronavirus
economic crisis.

J. Crew collapse foreshadows risk at
other private equity-owned retailers

and financial engineering could be especially
perilous during the Coronavirus economic
disaster. Over the past decade, private equity
firms and hedge funds have rapidly expanded
into retail, snapping up over 80 major retailers.12
PE-owned retailers were the vast majority of
retail bankruptcies. Ten out of the 14 (or 71
percent) of the largest retail chain bankruptcies
since 2012 were at private equity-acquired
chains. Among the retailers that filed for
Chapter 11 bankruptcy in 2016 and 2017, twothirds were backed by private equity.13
The asset stripping innovation pioneered by the
J. Crew takeover may be contributing to other
firms’ financial troubles as well. Last month,
Neiman Marcus announced it was on the brink
of bankruptcy and would restructure its debt,
after it’s private equity owners similarly shifted
its MyTheresa online retailer out of reach of its
investors.14 The private equity-owned retailers
are likely to be more vulnerable to collapse
during the Coronavirus economic crisis.

Private equity has already driven the majority of
retail sector failures, and the PE-imposed debt
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